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Shanahan Bros.'

AND NO WONDER! The bargains which they are offering would crowd any store. Low prices at a good value are their motto for this coming week. We need not reserve the Indias of Astoria and vicinity to take advantage of this remarkably cheap sale which is the table talk of the whole city. Never in the history of this city was there such a slaughter of goods. Now is the acceptable time for buyers wishing to make purchases of saving money.

As the general complaint of "Hard Times" is heard and left everywhere, Shanahan Bros. have come to the conclusion of making many heavy hearted light by the numerous reductions of their goods.

This coming week we shall offer a still greater reduction in all departments. The vast accumulation of remainder from last week of Dress Goods, Linen Goods and Calicoes will be a chapter long to remember in Astoria from the very fact of the very, very low prices at which we have marked them down. Also odds and ends in Underwear, Hose, Gloves, and Curios, at prices that defy the world.
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